
Digital Marketing Services 
That Help You Grow.



Best Digital Marketing Services !
Web Flow India Marketing Services is a professional web services
company from New Delhi, India. We design and build websites,
provide internet marketing solutions and help businesses create
their brand.

Web Development

E-Commerce Strategy

Custom Design

Front-End Development

Business Intelligence

Mobile Development

Android

User Testing

Branding Services

Logo Design

UI/UX Design

Visual Design

Brand Collateral

Digital Marketing

Marketing Strategy

Paid Media

Influencer Marketing



Social Media Marketing
UNRAVEL THE KEY TO STRATEGIC SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT

Presently, there are approximately 2.5 billion social media account holders worldwide. The
statistics are rumored to rise to a steady 3 billion mark & positively cross it by the year 2021.
Through the eyes of an ambitious entrepreneur, the above-stated data discloses the fact
that you can target a massive radius of roughly 2 billion potential customers through ONE
social media campaign.
The mantra is to advertise your product and service in the place where they are present the
most of the time. And that place resides inside the screens of their cellular phones.
Marketing over social media gives you exclusive brand recognition, helps you improve &
grow, bond with the audience & earn their precious trust.

STEPS INVOLVED IN SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Creation Of A Goal

Allotment Of Social Platform

Selection Of Potential Audience

Creation Of Tasteful Content

Launching Of Compaign

Assessment Of End-Results



Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
HOW CAN WE HELP YOU TO GET BETTER TRAFFIC

Keyword Search & Analysis
Competitive Analysis
On Page Optimization
Updating Websites To Be SEO Friendly
Link Building
Social Media Marketing
Blog, Articles, Classified Ads, Forum Posts
Article/Press Release Promotion
Multi-Lingual Website Optimization

To make your website Google friendly, it requires rampant yet tasteful incorporation of keywords &
intriguing graphics in your website. To do this, you need to get in touch with experts who have an in-depth
knowledge regarding updated SEO strategies that circulate the online market. And Web Flow India is the
team you would want to consult for this task. With more than a decade in the SEO marketing business, our
purely white collar tactics take your website steadily to where it belongs - to the top.



ALL SERVICES

Web Flow India Marketing Services is a professional web services company from New
Delhi, India. We design and build websites, provide internet marketing solutions and help
businesses create their brand.

Google Advertisement

SEO / ORM

Facebook Lead Ad

Facebook Link Ad

Instagram Ad

Twitter Ad

Youtube Ad



About Us
Web Flow India is a New Delhi based IT company that has enjoyed the preference of many since its
inception. We became one of the leading website development companies in New Delhi solely through
the deliverance of uncompromising quality.

We offer reliable, result-oriented web and software solution for your business that promises faster
return in ROI through dedicated application of social marketing strategies. Our dynamic group of
professionals employs the latest of templates and techniques to create the perfect digital product for
you which decides your position in this corporate world that has gone wildly digital.

Our Mission
Our mission is to be the industry's premier service provider company concentrated on fulfilling the
maximum to our clients.

Our Vision
Our Vision is to be a top Web Design company in the IT sector and progress in our current position in the
market.

Our Vision and Mission are both encouraging our team to accomplish the goal. We recognize the clients'
requirements, analyze them, and provide the best solutions. We satisfy our clients by our services and
implements it with more capable software solution approaches.



Let’s Check Our Services

SEO Optimization

To make your website
Google friendly, it requires
rampant yet tasteful
incorporation of keywords
& intriguing graphics in
your website.

Content Marketing

One of the top 100 advertising
and marketing agencies knows
what it means to be

Pay AD Service

Paid Ad services harness the
power of Google Ads
services and other PPC
platforms to drive high
converting customers to
your website.

Digital Marketing

Digital Marketing is the key
strategy to make your
business come into
existence online.

Web Analytics

One of the top 100
advertising and marketing
agencies knows what it
means to be

Social Marketing

Presently, there are
approximately 2.5 billion social
media account holders
worldwide.



SERVICE
Website Designing

Responsive Website Designing

Web designing is a combination of creativity
and technology and requires a deep
understanding of user personas. At Web Flow
India, we are dedicated to offering the best
quality web designing through which you can
connect with your targeted audience. Not
only is this,Web Designing Siliguri having a
well-designed and balanced website is an
absolute necessity if you want to achieve a
strong online presence. Whether you want to
be ranked on top of the SERPs or want traffic
to flow in from social media sites, you need
to have a great website.

We understand the modern day business requirements and offer world-class design
solutions. A great website is not one that looks good but rather is one that offers easy
navigation, easy access to information and offers great user experiences. The team of
web designers at Web Flow India is extremely creative and offers web design
solutions that help you with marketing at a later stage.

Professional and Affordable Web Design Services

Our web designers use the latest and updated designing tools so that they can
provide the best solutions. Once we have an idea of what you are looking for, we
provide you with highly personalized templates and on approval, we convert that
into a full-fledged website. We also offer support and maintenance services, and our
assistance is available when you need us.



Online Digital Marketing

ALL SERVICES
Web Flow India Marketing Services is a professional web services company from New
Delhi, India. We design and build websites, provide internet marketing solutions and help
businesses create their brand.

Google Advertisement

SEO / ORM

Facebook Lead Ad

Facebook Link Ad

Instagram Ad

Twitter Ad

Youtube Ad



Creative Graphic Designing

Creative Graphic Designing

Web Flow India has left a notable mark in the
realm of Graphics through recognized and
established visual principles & elements. Our
team has turned heads through the use of
stunning visuals & avant-garde concepts for
creating an array of visual implementations
used over the cyber space. Elements like
space, shape, form, mass, line, texture, pattern,
time, and color are blended in harmony with
standard design principles of scale, balance,
proportion, rhythm, and unity to constitute the
structural aspects of the composition.

Why Graphics Have Become A Trend

Helps You Stand Out Of The Crowd

Offers Refreshing Variation

Engages The Customere Wit Ease

Adds An Aesthetic Quotient

Lends A Unique Identity To Your Brand

Is Worth A Thousand Words



Paid Ad Service
Challenge & Solution

Paid Ad services harness the power of
Google Ads services and other PPC
platforms to drive high converting
customers to your website. These tools
guarantee your desired search engine
exposure & traffic. It is called paid ad
service because every time your ad is
clicked by an interested customer, directing
him/her to your site, you pay the search
engine a small fee.

Despite the myth surrounding its futility, a
paid ad is the most impressive shortcut an
entrepreneur can benefit from. It gets you
that huge exposure in practically no time
and helps you sit on top of your potential
customer's search list with ease.

The Final Result

Web Flow India has been dispensing paid ad servicing to a wide range of
clients and has gathered immense knowledge and expertise regarding
the process of ad creation & bidding for the top space.

1. 44% Growth In Organic Traffic

2. No. 1 Rankings For Multiple



Social Media Marketing

Unravel The Key To Strategic 
Social Engagement

Presently, there are approximately 2.5
billion social media account holders
worldwide. The statistics are rumored to
rise to a steady 3 billion mark & positively
cross it by the year 2021. Through the eyes
of an ambitious entrepreneur, the above-
stated data discloses the fact that you can
target a massive radius of roughly 2 billion
potential customers through ONE social
media campaign.

The mantra is to advertise your product and service in the place where they are
present the most of the time. And that place resides inside the screens of their
cellular phones. Marketing over social media gives you exclusive brand
recognition, helps you improve & grow, bond with the audience & earn their
precious trust.

STEPS INVOLVED IN SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Creation Of A Goal

Allotment Of Social Platform

Selection Of Potential Audience

Creation Of Tasteful Content

Launching Of Compaign

Assessment Of End-Results



Product & Pricing 
Google Ads

Our Fixed Price Plan

WFI Silver Package
Any Where In India.
10 Keyword (As Per Requirement)
Google Page Speed Optimization
Keyword Discovery and Selection
Campaign & Adgroup Development
Paid Advertising (PPC) Strategy
Bid Management
Call To Action Analysis & Design
Creative Ad Copy
Conversion Rate Optimization
Visitor Analysis
Setup & Tracking/Monitoring
Goal Tracking in Analytics
Reporting
 

300/- Per day Budget
20% Service Charge on Budget
18% GST on total Amount.

₹ 12744/-
Per Month



Our Fixed Price Plan

WFI Gold Package

Any Where In India.
20 Keyword (As Per Requirement)
Google Page Speed Optimization
Keyword Discovery and Selection
Campaign & Adgroup Development
Paid Advertising (PPC) Strategy
Bid Management
Call To Action Analysis & Design
Creative Ad Copy
Conversion Rate Optimization
Visitor Analysis
Setup & Tracking/Monitoring
Goal Tracking in Analytics
Reporting
 

500/- Per day Budget
20% Service Charge on Budget
18% GST on total Amount.

₹ 21240/-
Per Month



Our Fixed Price Plan

WFI Platinum Package

Any Where In India.
30 Keyword (As Per Requirement)
Google Page Speed Optimization
Keyword Discovery and Selection
Campaign & Adgroup Development
Paid Advertising (PPC) Strategy
Bid Management
Call To Action Analysis & Design
Creative Ad Copy
Conversion Rate Optimization
Visitor Analysis
Setup & Tracking/Monitoring
Goal Tracking in Analytics
Reporting
 

1000/- Per day Budget
20% Service Charge on Budget
18% GST on total Amount.

₹ 42480/-
Per Month



Facebook Ads
Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan A

No. Of Posting : 2 Post (Per Week)
Group Sharing : 10 Group
FB Page Creation
Festive Designs
Marketplace Marketing : 1 Post (Per
Week)
Enquiry Responding
GMB Listing
Image Creation
 

* GST Extra 18% On Above Prices
1.) DB (Daily Budget) depends on your
business requirement.
2.) We will charge 20% over monthly
budget for running ads on facebook.

₹ 6000/-
Per Month



Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan B

No. Of Posting : 3 Post (Per Week)
Group Sharing : 12 Group
FB Page Creation
Festive Designs
Marketplace Marketing : 2 Post (Per
Week)
Enquiry Responding
GMB Listing
Image Creation
 

* GST Extra 18% On Above Prices
1.) DB (Daily Budget) depends on
your business requirement.
2.) We will charge 20% over monthly
budget for running ads on facebook.

₹ 8000/-
Per Month



Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan C

No. Of Posting : 5 Post (Per Week)
Group Sharing : 12 Group
FB Page Creation
Festive Designs
Marketplace Marketing : 3 Post (Per
Week)
Enquiry Responding
GMB Listing
Image Creation
 

* GST Extra 18% On Above Prices
1.) DB (Daily Budget) depends on your
business requirement.
2.) We will charge 20% over monthly
budget for running ads on facebook.

₹ 10000/-
Per Month



Website Design
Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan A

Website Type : Static

Products Limit : Upto 15

Products Portfolio

Festive Designs

Mail Pop Up(s) : 1

Social Media Links

GMB Listing

SEO (Basic)
 

* GST Extra 18% On Total Amount

₹ 12000/-
Per Year



Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan B

Website Type : Static

Products Limit : Upto 50

Products Portfolio

Festive Designs

Mail Pop Up(s) : 1

Social Media Links

GMB Listing

SEO (Basic)
 

* GST Extra 18% On Above Prices

₹ 15000/-
Per Year



Our Fixed Price Plan

Plan C

Website Type : Static

Products Limit : 100+

Products Portfolio

Festive Designs

Mail Pop Up(s) : 2

Social Media Links

GMB Listing

SEO (Basic)
 

* GST Extra 18% On Above Prices

₹ 20000/-
Per Year



E-COMMERCE

Flipkart Seller Services

Registration of New Account

We register the new account of sellers at
Flipkart Seller Central to proceed forward
and also take the brand approval and
category approval to make your product
online and make them ready to sell.

Catalogue Services for Flipkart

We look after the complete catalogue services for
Flipkart. Ecommerce catalogues contain large amounts
of data in the form of product descriptions,
manufacturer details, product dimensions, product
images, prices, and shipping policies, etc. It takes
specialized skills to manage this humongous amount of
information.

Product Listing Services

Webflow India Marketing Services Experts
do listing of products by uploading
images and text to Flipkart template as
per the compliance policy with Flipkart.

Day to day activities of seller account

Account Manager Update and refresh contents of seller
account on a daily, weekly or monthly basis as may be
agreed upon.



Product Promotion

Account launch and the
promotion of uploaded products
is done by expert team members
with the help of Search Engine
Optimization.

Flipkart Sales Boost Services

Our team of experts offer premium
Flipkart sales boost services that help
drive traffic and improve conversions on
your Flipkart product pages. Since this is
an open competitive marketplace we
keep tabs on prices and help you make
the best offers.

Brand Registry & Protection

Registering your brand on Flipkart is an
extensive procedure requiring concentrated
effort and ample time. In partnering with our
account management team, expect that we’ll
manage each process diligently and take cake
charge of submitting your documents. We’ll
safeguard your brand from malicious entities
such as counterfeiters and unauthorized
sellers.



Amazon Seller Services

Setting Up a Seller Central Account

Issues concerning your seller account
will never be a problem with us. We’ll
resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the problem in your
account.

Listing Optimization

In optimizing your product pages, we
maximize keyword rankings. Our SEO allows
us to efficiently utilize them for increasing
and maintaining your pages’ conversion rates.

Sales Boost

Registering your brand on Amazon is an
extensive procedure requiring concentrated
effort and ample time. In partnering with our
account management team, expect that we’ll
manage each process diligently and take cake
charge of submitting your documents. We’ll
safeguard your brand from malicious entities
such as counterfeiters and unauthorized
sellers.

Enhanced Brand Content

To be out of the box seller on amazon, we
need to do Brand Enhance in listing as well
as creating of Brand Store. Our team will
help you in both so your brand will stand
different from all other sellers and will
attract more and more customers. Brand
Enhancement is a small step but it requires
Trademark Certificate, without that it is not
possible.



Prime Tag

The Prime services are offered on all
products on Amazon that are fulfilled by
Amazon. Being an FBA seller, your products
will be eligible for Prime and the Prime
badge will appear for all such products on
the Amazon India marketplace. All you have
to do is sign up for FBA.

Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA)

Amazon’s world-class fulfillment resources
and expertise, acclaimed customer
services, and trusted shipping options.
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) helps you
increase your online sales by giving you
access to Amazon’s world-class fulfillment
resources. With Fulfillment by Amazon,
(FBA) you store your products in Amazon’s
warehouse, and amazon pack and deliver
the orders to customers, provide customer
service and handle returns.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by taking
advantage of our product launch services. With us
at the Webflow India Marketing Services, you can
look forward to a strategically planned and
executed launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing techniques
and combine these with adequate brand-
protective measures that keep your content safe
from hijackers and counterfeiters in the Amazon
Marketplace mainly known as Mappers.

Brand Registry & Protection

Brand Registry on amazon is very time
consuming work and Trademark is
mandatory for the same. With the help
of Brand registry we can block all the
mappers in our listing and create A+
listing as well as Brand Store.



Meesho Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Meesho seller
account completely so that you can
get more than your expectation of
revenues. This includes running
advertisements (that help bring your
brand image by making you and your
products visible to more and more
potential customers), getting discount
coupons and a whole lot of other
account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Meesho provides to its sellers. It includes
access to Meesho Brand Analytics that helps you make
intelligent decisions about your product based on
data. It helps you to make/ improve your brand image.
It also helps you to protect your brand image by
automatically removing suspiciously inaccurate or
duplicate content by other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Meesho is an
extensive procedure requiring concentrated
effort and ample time. In partnering with our
account management team, expect that we’ll
manage each process diligently and take cake
charge of submitting your documents. We’ll
safeguard your brand from malicious entities
such as counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Meesho seller
account of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers
themselves learn how to manage their account
completely by themselves. We do this by regularly
contacting the sellers regarding their listings and
advertisements. During this process ensure that the
sellers learn how to manage their Meesho Seller
account completely by themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Amazon Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Amazon Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Meesho.



Ajio Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Ajio seller account
completely so that you can get more than
your expectation of revenues. This
includes running advertisements (that
help bring your brand image by making
you and your products visible to more
and more potential customers), getting
discount coupons and a whole lot of
other account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Ajio provides to its sellers. It includes
access to Ajio Brand Analytics that helps you make
intelligent decisions about your product based on
data. It helps you to make/ improve your brand
image. It also helps you to protect your brand
image by automatically removing suspiciously
inaccurate or duplicate content by other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Ajio is an extensive
procedure requiring concentrated effort and
ample time. In partnering with our account
management team, expect that we’ll manage
each process diligently and take cake charge of
submitting your documents. We’ll safeguard
your brand from malicious entities such as
counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Ajio seller account
of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers themselves
learn how to manage their account completely by
themselves. We do this by regularly contacting the
sellers regarding their listings and advertisements.
During this process ensure that the sellers learn how to
manage their Meesho Seller account completely by
themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Ajio Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Ajio Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Ajio.



Paytm Mall Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Paytm seller account
completely so that you can get more than
your expectation of revenues. This
includes running advertisements (that
help bring your brand image by making
you and your products visible to more
and more potential customers), getting
discount coupons and a whole lot of
other account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Paytm provides to its sellers. It
includes access to Etsy Brand Analytics that helps
you make intelligent decisions about your product
based on data. It helps you to make/ improve your
brand image. It also helps you to protect your
brand image by automatically removing
suspiciously inaccurate or duplicate content by
other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Paytm is an extensive
procedure requiring concentrated effort and
ample time. In partnering with our account
management team, expect that we’ll manage
each process diligently and take cake charge of
submitting your documents. We’ll safeguard
your brand from malicious entities such as
counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Paytm seller
account of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers
themselves learn how to manage their account
completely by themselves. We do this by regularly
contacting the sellers regarding their listings and
advertisements. During this process ensure that the
sellers learn how to manage their Meesho Seller
account completely by themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Paytm Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Paytm Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Paytm.



Etsy Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Etsy seller account
completely so that you can get more than
your expectation of revenues. This
includes running advertisements (that
help bring your brand image by making
you and your products visible to more
and more potential customers), getting
discount coupons and a whole lot of
other account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Etsy provides to its sellers. It includes
access to Etsy Brand Analytics that helps you make
intelligent decisions about your product based on
data. It helps you to make/ improve your brand
image. It also helps you to protect your brand
image by automatically removing suspiciously
inaccurate or duplicate content by other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Etsy is an extensive
procedure requiring concentrated effort and
ample time. In partnering with our account
management team, expect that we’ll manage
each process diligently and take cake charge of
submitting your documents. We’ll safeguard
your brand from malicious entities such as
counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Etsy seller
account of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers
themselves learn how to manage their account
completely by themselves. We do this by regularly
contacting the sellers regarding their listings and
advertisements. During this process ensure that the
sellers learn how to manage their Meesho Seller
account completely by themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Etsy Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Etsy Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Etsy.



Ebay Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Ebay seller account
completely so that you can get more than
your expectation of revenues. This
includes running advertisements (that
help bring your brand image by making
you and your products visible to more
and more potential customers), getting
discount coupons and a whole lot of
other account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Ebay provides to its sellers. It
includes access to Ebay Brand Analytics that helps
you make intelligent decisions about your product
based on data. It helps you to make/ improve your
brand image. It also helps you to protect your
brand image by automatically removing
suspiciously inaccurate or duplicate content by
other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Ebay is an extensive
procedure requiring concentrated effort and
ample time. In partnering with our account
management team, expect that we’ll manage
each process diligently and take cake charge of
submitting your documents. We’ll safeguard
your brand from malicious entities such as
counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Ebay seller
account of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers
themselves learn how to manage their account
completely by themselves. We do this by regularly
contacting the sellers regarding their listings and
advertisements. During this process ensure that the
sellers learn how to manage their Meesho Seller
account completely by themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Ebay Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Ebay Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Ebay.



Myntra Seller Services

Account Managment

We manage your Myntra seller account
completely so that you can get more than
your expectation of revenues. This
includes running advertisements (that
help bring your brand image by making
you and your products visible to more
and more potential customers), getting
discount coupons and a whole lot of
other account management services.

Brand Approval

Brand approval brings with it a large amount of
benefits that Myntra provides to its sellers. It
includes access to Myntra Brand Analytics that
helps you make intelligent decisions about your
product based on data. It helps you to make/
improve your brand image. It also helps you to
protect your brand image by automatically
removing suspiciously inaccurate or duplicate
content by other brands.

Sales Boots

Registering your brand on Myntra is an extensive
procedure requiring concentrated effort and
ample time. In partnering with our account
management team, expect that we’ll manage
each process diligently and take cake charge of
submitting your documents. We’ll safeguard
your brand from malicious entities such as
counterfeiters and unauthorized sellers.

Traning

In addition to actively managing the Myntra seller
account of our sellers, we make sure that the sellers
themselves learn how to manage their account
completely by themselves. We do this by regularly
contacting the sellers regarding their listings and
advertisements. During this process ensure that the
sellers learn how to manage their Meesho Seller
account completely by themselves.



Suspension Account

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Myntra Marketplace.

Enhanced Brand Content

Issues concerning your seller account will
never be a problem with us at the helm.
We’ll resolve these immediately and guide
you through all the intricacies of
registering your account.

Product Launch

Launch your private label the right way by
taking advantage of our product launch
services. With us at the helm, you can look
forward to a strategically planned and executed
launch that elicits favorable customer
feedback. We use effective marketing
techniques and combine these with adequate
brand-protective measures that keep your
content safe from hijackers and counterfeiters
in the Myntra Marketplace.

Keyword Research

Find best keywords for your product.

Quality Listing

Quality listing makes your product more attractive
and makes the customer well informed about your
product. Good quality high resolution pictures,
detailed content with description of your product,
key search terms are few of the secrets to quality
listing on Myntra



Block-I, Building No.42,
Ground Floor, Arya Samaj
Road, Uttam Nagar-110059
(INDIA)

+91-9582080591
+91-9910006065

helpdesk@webflowindia.com

www.webflowindia.com


